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Let me start off by saying I didn't need an engine block heater on my Outback. My car is garaged, and even
when it has been sitting outside at work all day - with conventional oil - in frigid -20F temperatures in
Chicago it's been starting fine. I have since switched to synthetic oil, which makes cold starts even less of an
issue.
So why did I install a block heater in the first place? It was based on my experiences using one on my old
Corolla - where I installed one last winter. I do a lot of short trips, and that really takes a toll on fuel
economy, especially in the winter. I was able to improve the Corolla's fuel economy - even when sitting in an
attached garage that didn't really drop below freezing in the winter - by 2 MPG. That heater was 400w, and I
calculated coming out ahead $2 per tank of gas when I included the cost of electricity to heat the engine for
2 hours. It was also really nice to have cabin heat significantly sooner. And, from a long term perspective the
engine wear will be reduced when starting a warmer engine. If you are concerned about the environment it
will also significantly reduce cold start emissions.
So in summary - while we automatically tend to assume a block heater is only useful in Alaska or Canada to
be able to start the car in freezing temperatures, it actually has a lot more use even in scenarios where the
car starts just fine without it.

Subaru has a pretty nice install guide for their block heaters - for the 2012 2.5i Limited this is the one I used:
http://techinfo.subaru.com/proxy/72648/pdf/072648-063124-062975-a091sas000.pdf
I will attempt to augment the install guide by describing the end-to-end process. The install guide makes a
few assumptions for what you already have done.
DISCLAIMER: You are responsible for your own safety. This procedure involves working under the vehicle
while it's lifted off the ground, something that can be dangerous if not done correctly. You are also
responsible for any damage you cause to the vehicle. This is just a guide to describe how I did it, and you're
at your own risk for following it.
Tools and parts needed:
Here is a list of tools and parts I used. You may be able to get away with fewer, but it can quickly get very
complicated without the right tools so I encourage you to get it all:

- Vehicle ramps (or jack stands, or other means of lifting the front of the car safely). I used my Rhino ramps.
- 2 jack stands or similar to support the two exhaust manifolds when lowered
- 1/2" breaker bar. You may be able to use an impact wrench instead, but access can be tricky. I have an
impact wrench but decided against using it due to access issues.
- 1/2" extensions of various lengths - key to get proper access to the frost plug you're removing
- 14mm 1/2" allen socket
- 10/12/14 mm sockets (3/8" drive is fine for this)
- 1/2" torque wrench (and 3/8" torque wrench for the exhaust nuts, ideally)
- 27mm deep socket 1/2" drive
- 1/2" U-joint (to use with torque wrench and deep socket when installing the block heater)
- flat blade screw driver
- catch pan
- 2 gallons of Subaru Super Coolant (the long life blue coolant - DO NOT get anything else)
- High temp gasket compound. Clearly the frost plug had Fuji Bond on it as it was a pain to get out. I opted
to get much weaker Permatex Black Gasket Compound instead, as I want to be able to remove the block
heater again if it ever stops working.
- 2 x exhaust manifold gaskets, part #44011AC030. You could theoretically reuse your old gaskets, but it's
not recommended
- Block heater kit, part #A091SAS000. You can actually test the block heater before installing it by using an
ohm meter. It should read around 20-40 ohm between the two pins, give and take some. I had a block
heater fail on the Corolla and it measured 500,000 ohm after failing so don't freak out if you measure
something like 45 ohm, you're good. DO NOT test the block heater by operating it prior to install.
Measuring resistance with an ohm meter is the only way to properly test it.
- Anti-seize paste, if you want. I prefer to put anti-seize on all bolts I remove, probably because my other car
is 21 years old and I hate removing rusty bolts. Some people are concerned anti-seize could cause you to
over torque bolts, so if you don't want to use it know that the instructions don't call for it either.
- A good work light is also essential.
Preparation:

Preparation:
- Put the front of the vehicle up on ramps. This was the first time I'd ever had to put the Outback up on
ramps. I've changed oil, diff fluids, CVT fluid and installed rear sway bar and a hitch - all with the vehicle on
the ground. However, the exhaust needs to be dropped for this work, and you'll likely run into a lot of
access trouble if you don't lift the vehicle.
- Engage parking brake
- Put wheel chocks on the rear wheels - 2 chocks per wheel
- Visually inspect to ensure the car is safely on the ramps. You will be using a lot of force under the car to
get the frost plug out and the last thing you want is for it to start rolling off the ramp!
- If the engine and exhaust are hot you need to let them cool all the way down.
- Remove air intake duct (two clips) to gain access to the O2 sensor connectors
- Disconnect the two O2 sensors
- Disconnect the harness by using a flat screwdriver to push the two clips.
- Lay the wires down so that they will not get stuck when you lower the exhaust.
- Remove the under-engine splash cover. There are three clips on each side, four clips under, and two bolts.
- You'll see the radiator drain plug with a phillips head. It's black and plastic.
- Position a drain pan under, and use a big phillips head screwdriver to unscrew the drain plug. Remember
that it's plastic and can easily break if you're not careful.
- Once the drain plug is out, open the radiator cap to let the coolant flow freely. It will take quite some time
to drain it all out.
- Once it stops dripping replace the drain plug and secure it firmly.
- Even with a drain pan it likely spilled a bit from dripping down on the front member, so clean up all spills
so your work area is nice and clean. Know that animals and kids are attracted to coolant, and even small
quantities can be lethal. So be responsible, clean it all up, and dispose of according to your local regulations.
If it's allowed to drain through your sewer be sure to clean out the sink properly after.
- Using extensions and the 14 mm sockets, remove the three nuts on each of the exhaust manifolds. Put jack
stands or similar under to support the exhaust, it needs to drop about 6 inches.
The block heater install:
Now is a good time to pick up the instructions from Subaru and work your way through them step by step:
http://techinfo.subaru.com/proxy/72648/pdf/072648-063124-062975-a091sas000.pdf. A few tips along the
way:
- The 14 mm allen frost plug will be stuck on really bad. It's got Fuji bond on it, which is essentially a very
strong glue. If you can position the exhaust so that you can access with an air impact wrench, good for you.
If not you'll likely have to play with different length extensions and use a breaker bar and REALLY pull hard.
Be very careful to ensure the socket is in all the way so you don't damage the plug. Take your time, be
patient, and expect this to be annoying. Know that it's the hardest step of all.
- Remember to position the catch pan under the frost plug before you remove it fully.
- Again, clean up properly after the coolant spills out. You'll likely also have to clean off the exhaust heat
shields.
- It can also be a bit tricky to position a torque wrench and the deep socket when you install the block
heater. Play around with positioning the exhaust (you may need to drop it further). You may need a u-joint.
Re assembly:

Re-assembly:
- Remove the old exhaust gaskets, and install your new ones. Make sure the surfaces are smooth on both
the engine side and the manifold side.
- Install the exhaust nuts, a little at a time. Sneak of up on the torque value of 22.1 ft/lbs. DO NOT
OVERTORQUE as the manifolds need to be able to move around a bit because the different metals in the
engine and exhaust expand differently under heat. You can damage the engine and/or manifold by
overtorqueing.
- Re-connect the O2 sensor harness and connectors.
- Re-install the air intake duct
- Re-fill the radiator. You'll likely get at least 1 gallon in before it's to the top. Replace radiator cap.
- I decided to take this opportunity to flush out as much of the old coolant as possible, which means I also
removed, emptied and cleaned the reservoir. It comes loose by pressing a little tab on the driver's side of
the radiator fan where the tank attaches. You then twist it out, and lift it straight up. The hose pulls right out.
- Re-fill the reservoir tank up to the full mark
- Re-install engine splash cover. Note that some coolant will likely have leaked into the inside of the front
member, and pushing in the plastic clips that attach the splash cover will make this coolant drip out. So you
may need to clean a bit more after doing this.
- Inspect thoroughly for leaks, using your work light.
- Perform the Subaru specified cooling system bleeding procedure:

1. Start engine, within 40 seconds race 5-6 times to 3000 rpm or less, stop engine.
2. Wait for one minute. Open radiator cap. Refill coolant to top.
3. Perform steps 1 and 2 again.
4. Replace radiator cap properly, start engine and operate heater at max heat and blower setting to low.
Run the engine at 2000 rpm or less until radiator fan starts and stops (a sign that the thermostat has
opened)
5. Stop the engine and wait until the engine cools down a bit (20-30 minutes).
6. Open radiator cap, replace coolant to the top again
7. Replace coolant in reservoir up to full mark
8. Inspect again for leaks.
9. Re-check the radiator and reservoir levels over the course of the next couple days and refill as
necessary. Confirm the level eventually stabilizes. Re-check for leaks too.
I wouldn't use the block heater until I'd put a few miles on the engine and confirmed the coolant level is
stable. The reason is you want to make sure all air is bled out of the system. The presence of air around the
block heater will shorten the life of it.

Also, never operate the block heater with the engine running. And don't forget to unplug before pulling out
from your parking spot. Get a timer for the heater, you don't need more than 1-2 hours for it to reach max
effectiveness.
Good luck!
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